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Talking now only from Plasma. Interaction of M and G fields, does P have continuity in 

strengths. All the Ambassadors in Italy are meeting in the North at same time. The PU 

has an overload light and switch, it's a solid state matter, you are looking wrong, the PU 

is not for electricity, these are Plasma Units and not generators, up to 2 kw resistive 

heaters you'll save 60%.   (:11). The first PU is out and it has plug-in cords, takes up to 3 

weeks to power up, American unit will be white because of fire resistant plastic, it fully 

test out.  (:16). It will take the Governments 6 to 12 months to realize what's happening. 

They will leave PU out in the public to whoever finds them, not to relatives of KF or 

officials. Plasma unit contains the Essence of Creation, puts power back to the people. In 

12 months no cables coming out, it will be like the sun. After 20 years of planning this is 

the best way to disseminate the technology. The workers in the factories must be paid the 

best wages, we are here to serve.  (:34).  We now have PU that supplies energy 

wirelessly, convert energy in your own body according to need, you don't need to digest 

it.  

 (:39).  Last night saw signs of the rise of the "second Sun" on horizon of the earth, 2 to 

30 years before this planet comes to demise, which is the twin sister of the earth, time to 

move the man off earth. Look in the east of the sky, a galaxial cloud not a star. 

(:42). In the work of the Plasma we never see the P, but we see the signs, learn to trust 

our feelings. He draws a spiral, dependent on the senses, human body is made of Plasma 

fields, at the point of interaction you can feel. Did man always have eyes and ears? 

Extend the emotional part to detect, in space P is too fast, so have to develop feelings. 

"How do you know you partner loves you?", the fields of love are replicated back in 

hidden way, you trust your feeling, in the essence of being, it gives and takes, this is the 

real work of U and not man made, Plasmas don't collide, there's give and take. Every life 

has to be respected, what happened to cell in toe? Self-centeredness made man blind.   

(:57).  Continues with teaching of P. There is no where in U there's no P, void of G and 

M fields, and how the U rotates.  The P man has full control over is emotions, love and 

trust are P, it's part of the structure of the P, man has to control the emotion to travel in 

space. (1:07). Cuts a tomato in half, it looks like the shape of U, the shape and curvature 

of the tomato reflects the fields inside from the seeds, we see the emotions of the seeds. 

(1:15).  The pumpkin is similar, the shape reflects the internal field forces, the thickness 

of the outer layer like the surface of earth, inside there no screws, the MG fields creates 

rooms, this is like how the SS will be built, P of seeds gives the shape, if Pumpkins can 

do it why can't man. Understand how you love and try to give it, increase the emotion 

strength, then you receive it. (1:25).  The skin is created by the interaction of 3 fields, it's 

a mirage of fields, understand a chameleon, it changes it emotion in respect to its, 

instantaneously change, emotion of danger changes the strength which changes color. 

(1:30). Alex comes on, doesn't need to eat much, if child sick stands near the reactor and 

gets healed.  We don't need to create matter to enjoy the energy of the P. The heating of 

the body doesn't need to rely on heaters, body is energized continuously at 34 degrees, 

don't need reserves, do we need to store gold to be wealthy.  (1:42). You have built the 

complicated body structure out of the wish to exist in this environment. You create it out 

of your Emotion. Try to release energy through your emotion, with P you're in charge of 

the connections. Biggest nightmare upon man, you have two choices, learn very quickly 

or become part of the P of U. The G of earth is stronger then the "sister planet" causing to 



pull it in. Icebergs on Saturn become missiles. (1:48). He draws it on board, if its head on 

you get the unification of the two.    (1:52). Hold the PU in one hand, in the center is your 

emotion, wish and in the right hand the tomato appears. Develop enough trust in your 

self. Alex wanted to see if he could get drunk, but given to someone else it would be only 

water.  "This is my body, this is my blood."  Now you know why "we" came at this time.  

(2:01).  Talks about the disaster on West Coast, and one of biggest earthquakes came. 

Now the Second Sun is colliding with earth.  (2:09). Man talks about a light body to 

travel through dimensions. You create the tangibility of your SS for your prospective.  

(2:12).  If Moses had got it right, no need for Christ, understand the prophet of God has 

tow souls, one belongs to the physicality. The problem was the physicality liked the 

Power of God, people followed the physicality. At the moment man has not learned, 

Keshe has seen what certain groups want to do to create mayhem. There is a huge light of 

the Second Sun on the horizon but scientists don't understand it, he sees it from the 

interaction of the SF, this is not the first time "he" has been through this. It's You who 

have to bring it about.  The condition is that you have to be sincere to have the need. The 

time of mayhem has just hit. You won the jackpot let's see how you use it, now every 

man is a billionaire. The greedy man will be eaten from within. I have made you a slave 

to your own soul. All the souls have been touched, you are looking for CNN.   (2:23). 

Lady has been able to heal from the P in her hands, depends on how much control you 

have over it. They don't understand how the Blue PU work? The work of the P is to find a 

comparison point of release, no where is matter connected to the Grid, the Grid is the 

point of comparison to release the energy of the P, then you have the totality to work 

with. (3:32). Put yourself in front of PU, use your emotion to create. You just walk 

around the PU and you feel full. The B12 converts the cell to specific organ cells 

according to need. (2:37). Goes over Alex Bead reactor, the plug to the Grid is fooling 

you, it's only a point of comparison, and tries to bring balance to flows.   You put your 

brother in office because you didn't want your own power. What England has planned for 

Iran to get their gold reserves, Syria is a picnics, we will not let it happen. It's already in 

the public, Alex's Bead's are his invention. What KF releases is Universal. When they 

open the PU they will be shocked. Try to be the load and not load bearer and you can 

have anything.  

 


